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6. Macrozamia Fawcettii, C. Moore.—Trunk and base of the petioles covered with a dense tomentum. Leaves varying from 2 to 4 feet in length, of a dark glossy green colour above, paler beneath. Glabrous in an adult state, hairy when young. Pinnae about three-quarters of an inch in breadth and from 6 to 7 inches in length, semifulcate, broader upwards, and terminating with an abrupt falcate point, which is slightly but sharply toothed. Lower part of the rachis flat on the upper surface, rather keel-shaped below, gradually rounding in form upwards till it becomes almost terete towards the apex. Male cones on rather long peduncles, woolly at the base, above 8 inches long and 2½ inches broad; scales flat, terminating abruptly with sharp points. Fruiting cones not seen.

Habitat.—On high ground on the upper part of the Richmond; discovered by C. Fawcett, Esq., P.M. Very little is known of the habit of this species. Only freshly-gathered leaves and old male cones have as yet been seen, but this proves that it is very different from any species hitherto described.